September 2017 Pen & Pencil Price List!!!
From: WILLIAM PLUM <PLUMDX@msn.com>
Sent: Sunday, August 27, 2017 2:08 PM
Subject: September 2017 Pen & Pencil Price List!!!

Dear Customer,
I have deleted some items that sold, and added a few new pens and pencils
recently acquired. IF you have any questions on any of these pens and
pencils, just ask.
ALL pens have been cleaned, polished and waxed. The nibs have been
flushed and a new ink sac installed. I have restored each one, filled and
tested them. All are in working condition and await their next owner to ink
them up!. ALL pencils have been cleaned and polished and waxed. All are
in working condition and have lead in them. On the better pencils, I made
new erasers.

*** September Special Deals ***
Choose 1 Pencil under "Tiny Treasures" priced over
$50.00....Then, Pick a fountain pen or pen/pencil
set DEDUCT $35.00 from Your Order!!! & get a free 1 oz.
bottle of ink, free leads & Free Shipping!!!!

-::- -::- -::- -::Buy a Cross mini Pencil and Buy a Sheaffer Pen DEDUCT
$25.00 from Your Order!!! & get a free 1 oz bottle of ink,
leads and FREE Shipping!!!

For Your Writing Pleasure, Try This!
**NEW!!** Parchment Paper, 8.5x11 24# stock. Color:
Natural. Lined on both sides for your writing ease.
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Price: $3.00 for pack of 25 sheets!!
These pictures ARE generic. BUT match the brand, model and the pen
color extremely well. I've added measurements for the pens/pencils to
help. Any questions, just ask.
Hope you find something to enjoy....A few of the Esterbrook pens have new
old stock nibs!

1940's Esterbrook Red SJ model with NOS 2668 Firm Medium nib (restored
8/18/17) Price: $35.00

1940's Esterbrook Copper J model pen with 2556 firm fine nib. Measures 5"
capped. Pen has prev. owner's name personalized on barrel--small almost
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worn off. Price: $55.00 for the set.

1940's Esterbrook cobalt blue set. Pen is SJ model measuring 4-1/2"
capped and has a 2556 Firm Fine nib. 2nd set: same sized model. This pen
has 9668 Firm Med. nib. Price: $55.00 either set.

1940s Esterbrook J model in Black with 9550 Firm XF nib AND matching
mechanical pencil. Price: $55.00 for the set. 1940s Esterbrook LJ model in
Black with 2556 Firm Fine nib AND matching mechanical pencil. Pen
measures 5-1/16" capped Price: $55.00 for the set.
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1940s Esterbrook J Model pen Forest Green with 9556 Firm Fine nib. Pen
measures 5" capped. Price: $35.00 1940s Esterbrook green pearl LJ
model with 2668 Firm Medium nib Pen measures: 5-1/16 capped. Price:
$35.00

1940s Esterbrook green pearl J model with 2556 Firm Fine nib.
Price: $35.00

New! 1940s Esterbrook SJ model in gray pearl with 9556 Firm Fine nib. Pen
measures 4-1/2" capped. 1940s Esterbrook SJ model in deeper grayish
green with 9556 Firm fine nib. Price: $35.00 either pen.
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Esterbrook Desk set. Yes, pen is chained to the weighted "8 ball" holder.
Was probably from a bank...they didn't want you to steal their pens way
back then either!! Pen has 2556 Firm Fine nib Price: $26.00

1940's CROSS mini ring top mechanical pencil 10 kt gold. Measures 2-1/2"
I have two!! One with etched lines the length of pencil. 2nd has
etched chevron design. Both marked AXT for A.T. Cross Price: $35 ea. 3rd
pencil, also 10kt CROSS pencil, measures 3-1/4 marked "Cross" and has
etched lines. Price: $35 4th CROSS pencil marked AXT without trademark
black band and without any gold marking. Imprinted with "Walk-Over Shoe
Store, Barre, VT." 2 small dents. Measures 2-1/2" Price: $22.00 5th!! non
Cross, prob. 10 kt gold as well and measures 2-1/2 has etched chevron
pattern but takes 1.8mm lead and it most likely circa 1900!! Price:
$38.00 6th mini Cross pencil! 1940s Sterling Silver with black band AND
pocket clip. Marked AXT. Measures 3.5" Price: $30.00
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1954 Parker ball point Jotter. 1st yr in rare coral color. Barrel is ribbed nylon
w/o metal protector tip. New refill installed. Saw a mint in box one at
$125!! This one in excellent condition. Price: $75.00
1954 parker ball point jotter as above but Black nylon ribbed barrel. Price:
$50.00

1932 Sheaffer Balance red vein gray pearl mechanical pencil...with gold
filled trim. This pix shows poor color, my 2!! are more like the pen above.
Year is determined by clip design. One measures 5-1/2 Price: $50.00 2nd
1932 pencil measures 5" Price: $45.00
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Late 1930s Sheaffer lever fill Black and Silver striped with nickel trim, ink
view nib section and gold #3 fine nib (not a 2 tone nib as pictured) Restored
8/24/17. Price: $48.00

Late 1930's Sheaffer Junior with ink view nib section. Lever fill pen.
Price: $33.00
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1940s Sheaffer Black Sentinel Pen and Pencil set with gold filled trim. Pen
is touchdown fill with 2 tone, 14 kt conical Triumph Fine nib Price: $75.00
for the set.

Late 1920s Sheaffer Titan model green jade mech.pencil with gold filled bell
crown cap & trim. Pencil is a flawless beauty! Measures: 5-1/2" Price:
$42.00

1929 Sheaffer Titan model Black and Pearl Flat top pencil. Super nice
model! Bell crown cap is gold filled with a tiny dent here and there. I made
new eraser for it. Pencil is 5.5"
Price: $32.00
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1950-52 Sheaffer Craftsman in Green as pictured. mine is slightly darker
forest green. Has #33 medium 14 kt nib with ink view section as shown in
2nd pic. Gold filled clip and wire band. This is a touchdown fill pen. Restored
it 7/18. Price: $41.00

1953-63? Sheaffer Cadet model touchdown fill pen. (Left pix) Cap color
matches barrel color. Burgundy with Fine nib, Pastel blue with Fine nib,
Pastel green with Medium nib. 1953-63 Sheaffer Craftsman, (right pix) later
version model with chrome cap and colored barrel touchdown fill pen:
Pastel blue with Medium or Fine nib. Price: $35.00
Pastel blue barrel with chrome cap and previous owner's name on it with
medium nib Price $32.00
Gray barrel with chrome cap and X1 nib (Extra Fine). restored mid August.
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Price: $40.00

1950-52 Sheaffer Craftsman in Blue touchdown fill pen with gold filled trim
and 2 tone 14 kt nib. Nib section with ink view as pictured. Price: $44.00

Bottom pencil in pix. Late 1800s-early 1900. Silver Mechanical
pencil. Seven pencils available. Most are square as pictured, a few round
pencils with twist patterns. All are ring tops. Most measure about 2.5" & 1
measures 2". Leads provided with all. Price: $30 ea. or 2 or more at $25.
ea.

Tiny Treasures.....Mechanical Pencils from the 1800s!!
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Pencils OPEN by pulling out back end, near ring. When that is done, from
the front end the pencil nozzle appears...as if by MAGIC!! I have 3 of
these. Inside telescoping mechanism is brass. All in great working
condition.
Picture on left. 4th pencil down with ring top. #1 Gold, most likely 9 kt. with
etched feather/leaf design. Measures 2" closed and 4" open. Propels the
lead only. Price: $105.
#2 Gold, most likely 9 kt. with etched pattern. Measures 2-1/2" closed and
4-1/2" open, Propels and retracts the lead. Sturdy pencil. Price: $125. #3
Very much like pix on right. Gold trim with mother of pearl inlay mid section.
Missing tiny piece of pearl.
Measures 1-3/4 closed and 3-1/4 open. Inscribed: "Pearl Pat Dec 5 '71"
Propels lead only.
Price: $95.00 Leads will be supplied with these tiny treasures.
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Late 1800's Sterling Silver twist pencil with snail pattern. Has a few
character dents at front end. Measures 3" as pictured, almost 4" open.
Price: $85.00 Late 1800s Sterling Silver twist pencil. This one measures 2"
closed and 3" open. Also a ring top model. Price: $35.00

1940-1950s Sheaffer Fineline Fountain Pen and Pencil sets and Single
pens. Brass cap and solid color cap versions.
Brass cap models:
Red Pen and Pencil set. Pen has 343 medium nib Green Pen and Pencil
set. Pen has 343 medium nib
Black pen with 341 fine nib. - Black pen with 342 shorthand fine nib. - Black
pen with 343 medium nib
Solid color cap models:
Blue Pen and Pencil set. Pen has medium nib. - Black Pen/Pencil set. Pen
has 342 shorthand fine nib
Blue pen with Fine nib. - Black pen with 341 fine nib.
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Green Pen with 343 medium nib.
Price: $22.00 for any Pen and Pencil set. $15 for any single pen.

1960s Sheaffer student cartridge pens!! I still have a ton of these!!
5 assorted pens plus 10 filled ink cartridges - Price: $23.00
10 assorted pens plus 20 filled ink cartridges - Price: $35.00
Mechanical pencils:
Colorful and varied models either rarely heard names or no-name pencils
that copied designs from other name brands. All in working condition with
lead in them....Too difficult to find pix for these, but I'll pick a nice group.
Lot of 4 mechanical pencils from the 1930s : $27.00
Lot of 4 mechanical pencils from the 1940s : $24.00
Tip: pencils from the 1930s use 1.1mm lead while those from 1940s use
0.9mm leads. 0.9mm lead was introduced in late 1930s. It took a few years
to appear in all pencils.
Ink:
1 ounce bottle of Black, Blue, or Turquoise Price: $5.00
2 ounce bottle Parker Black Price: $7.00
Pencils Leads: 1.1mm HB (#2 pencil), or B lead in BLACK Price:
$4.00/tube 0.9mm HB, B or 2B lead in BLACK Price: $2.00/tin 0.9mm B
lead in BLUE Price: $1.00/tin 0.9mm B Lead in RED Price: $2.50/tin
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Shipping: Add $4.00 for entire order or ships free when you order any other
supplies.
enjoy, bill plum
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